THE BEST
IN BUILDING
SOLUTIONS
ENGLISH

All-round expertise produces synergy effects

PREMIUM QUALITY.
JUST-IN-TIME ON SITE.
Profit from our
all-round expertise

We build on quality, efficiency and safety. You too? If so,
you’ve come to the right place. Whether quick-mix, AKURIT,
tubag, strasser or hahne – all of our brands stand for premium
construction materials that are top-notch when it comes to
application safety, process efficiency and profitability. And our
in-house logistics means we can secure punctual, on-the-spot
deliveries.
Sievert Baustoffe is a subsidiary of Sievert SE, a more than
100-year-old family-run business. The expertise of our five
premium brands in the construction materials sector is
concentrated under its roof. This leads to extra value added for
you: synergy effects resulting from our experience in various
trades. An innovative spirit and a naturally evolved expertise that
benefits both professional tradesmen and the trade as well as
architects and building contractors alike.
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Efficiency, profitability, quality

Lohr Civic Hall/quick-mix

THE BEST
THE MARKET
HAS TO OFFER
Premium quality
– from construction
materials to system
solutions

The success of a project is decided by the details. Which is
why we have a distinct quality claim for every single one of our
construction materials: the best the market has to offer. But we
have now gone one step further and developed our portfolio of
high-quality products into system solutions for specific applications. Thus guaranteeing our customers greater efficiency and
profitability.
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State fire-fighting academy, Würzburg / AKURIT

St. Konrad daycare centre, Neuss / tubag

Our specialists for every case

FASTER, BETTER,
MORE EFFICIENT
Five brands, only one contact
construction materials
quick-mix is the market leader for mortar and also stands for high-quality concrete
and repair systems. quick-mix is repeatedly setting standards, for example with top
products such as V.O.R. masonry mortar or the grout with Secon® technology.
AKURIT is the leading specialist for plasters and external thermal insulation
composite systems. Under the motto "Achieving more within a system", the brand
offers premium construction materials that are perfectly matched and can thus be
processed quickly, easily and safely.
tubag is inseparably linked with Rhineland trass. The brand is the market leader in
the gardening and landscaping sector as well as for the rehabilitation and restoration of historic buildings. It is also synonymous with quality in road construction.

strasser can offer professional tile layers and the specialised trade tiling and flooring systems for almost every need. Thanks to its expertise in systems, strasser can
help its customers with personal advice at all times.

hahne offers the very finest for the professional protection of buildings. From
chemical building products through to innovative system solutions and technical
advice, our customers receive a comprehensive service package for new buildings
and rehabilitation work.
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A house full of leading construction material brands: the company headquarters in Osnabrück.

Maximum service – in every phase of your project

The crème de la crème need the best products and systems.
Which is why our AKURIT brand supports the national stucco workers team.
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MASTERLY ACHIEVEMENTS,
CURRENT STATUS
Sievert construction materials in figures

Approx.

40

Approx.

3,400

5

hands are at work for you
every single day

countries are supplied by us
with the best construction materials on the market

generations have already been
supplied with the best construction materials of their age

Approx.

2,500,500
m tons of construction materials
are delivered to our national and
international customers every year

Approx.

800
premium products on offer for (almost) every trade area

Why you can count on us.

OUR GUIDES:
OUR CUSTOMERS
Individual solutions for professional tradesmen,
architects, the trade and property developers

No matter how different building projects may be, they all have
one thing in common: numerous stakeholders are involved in the
value creation chain, architects and professional tradesmen as
well as the trade and property developers. We have developed
extensive services tailored to the needs of all of these customers
that bring them noticeable competitive advantages.
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#1 Development,
planning

#2 Tendering

#5 Execution

#3 Quotes

#4 Contract
award

Service for architects & property developers

WE TURN
CHALLENGES
INTO ARCHITECTURE
A project-related service that takes
your demands into special consideration

You face new challenges in every building project. We are here to
help you throughout the entire project period – with construction
materials that lead the way in terms of design, technology and
ecology. And we will be happy to advise you in the first phase of
your project with samples and technical information.
What’s more, you profit from numerous services throughout
the entire period – from the calculation of quantities and
determination of moisture, specifications and detailed drawings,
right through to project-related services and the development of
individual logistics solutions.
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Our flexibility, expertise and a particular affinity with your needs accompanies architects, planners and
property developers throughout the entire life of a building project.

Sievert construction materials in use

TRASS PRODUCTS
PROVIDE NEW
SPLENDOUR
Rehabilitation of the
Saint-Marie-Madeleine
basilica in Vézelay / tubag

The 850-year-old basilica – one of the most visited churches in
France – was in need of rehabilitation in line with listed building
regulations. Several of tubag’s products were used during this
work. Trass powder was mixed into the wall plaster as protection
against efflorescence and discolourations. For the outdoor paving,
the decision makers trusted in the tubag products TCE Trass-Compound, TNH-flex and the colour-matched paving grout PFF.
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Intelligent solutions for professional tradesmen

Professional tradesmen appreciate our expertise in systems and the outstanding workability or our products.
Tailwind for our trade partners.
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EFFICIENCY THROUGH
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE
We have you covered
with intelligent solutions

As a professional tradesman, you face new problems in every building project. So it’s good to know you can rely on products that are
very easy to process and offer the greatest possible safety during
application. Sievert products.
We will also be happy to provide both personal and individual
advice on your project. Based on our many years of experience, we
come up with intelligent solutions that leave you free to get on with
your work.

Sievert construction materials in use

PROTECTION AGAINST
EFFLORESCENCE
AND LEACHING
Chimney renovation at the
Zeche Zollverein /
quick-mix

A perfectly matched mortar system of V.O.R. masonry
mortar and the new S-FM grout was used in the rehabilitation of one
of the six majestic chimneys at the former Zollverein coal mine in
Essen. The patented SECON® binder technology of the quick-mix
S-FM grout offers reliable protection against efflorescence and leaching from the grout.
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Top quality – made for life

FASCINATING
OUTLOOKS
We take quality seriously.
Because it’s about people.

No matter whether an industrial, office or residential building – we
consider every building project from the end, in other words, from
the point of view of the people who will some day enter and leave
the building.
Will they fell at ease? Is the design both varied and functional? But
also, are the products that have been used of a top quality and do
they make for healthy living? Is there a harmonious symbiosis of
architecture and construction materials?
In short: does the building offer space for the best possible quality
of life?
These are important questions that decide the actual long-term
value of a building. This is what matters for us. Because
it’s all about people.
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If a building offers some fascinating outlooks in every direction, then the harmonious
combination of architecture and premium construction materials has been a success.

Sievert construction materials in use

HISTORIC FAÇADES
BEAUTIFULLY
RENOVATED
Energy-efficient rehabilitation of Günzburg Castle /
AKURIT

The agenda for the rehabilitation also included the improvement
of the energy balance. A classic external thermal insulation
composite system could not be used for optical reasons. After a
thorough examination, the responsible Krumbach Building Authority decided on TRI-O-THERM M, the multi-award-winning, highinsulation lightweight plaster from AKURIT.
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We’ve got the quality

LEADING
THROUGH
INNOVATION
We are driven to always
provide the best construction materials for you

The Research & Development department is the motor in our
company. It is where we develop and are constantly improving
products to cater for your individual needs. The main goal of all
developments: the greatest possible design flexibility for architects, maximum processing comfort for professional tradesmen
and the security of top-quality construction materials for building
contractors.
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Individual construction materials logistics

WE DELIVER
QUALITY:
JUST IN TIME.
We ensure the smooth
progress of projects

Bringing the exact amount of products to precisely where they
are needed just in time – all thanks to our affiliate Sievert Logistik
SE. We supply specialist and DIY stores as well as building sites
with our complete range – either loose or on pallets, top quality
construction materials for every intended application, natural
stone and concrete paving, gypsum plasterboards or insulation
materials.
To help us with our work, we can rely on a modern fleet of vehicles
with special equipment such as truck-mounted cranes and fork-lift
trucks or silo vehicles. We also trust in the latest digital technologies for dispatching and the entire order processing. The digitisation of our around 15,000 mobile silos throughout Germany that is
being carried out under the name “iSilo®” allows us to call up
important operating data centrally, such as filling levels, temperatures or GPS data.
At your request, we can also develop individual logistics solutions
and organise your complete intermodal logistics chain.
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Sievert international

WE SECURE
YOUR SMART
PROCESSES
Digital services mean
greater efficiency

Customer focus for us means understanding your needs and
developing solutions that ensure greater efficiency for you. This is
why we focus firmly on the digitisation of services along your entire
value creation chain. From counselling through to final acceptance
of the building, you profit from services that guarantee faster and
more efficient processes in terms of planning, handling, processing
and logistics.
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One thing is certain: the availability of goods

Osnabrück

Noginsk
Rawa
Strzelin

Hardenberg
Kiev

Contern
Oberohringen

Brno
Veľký Meder

Sales company
Production and sales
Logistics
Sales office

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
THROUGH MAXIMUM
FLEXIBILITY
Our Supply Chain
Management secures
the availability of goods

Every year, our 33 German and 7 foreign locations supply our
national and international customers with millions of tons of
construction materials. These huge product flows are controlled
through a network of local production facilities, logistics centres
and regional sales offices with the help of a professional Supply
Chain Management system. This gives us the flexibility we need
to provide the best possible performance: we secure that our
goods will be available at all times, even if your demand rises at
short notice.

Nanjing
Hefei
Shanghai
Shaoxing

Sievert Baustoffe GmbH & Co. KG
Mühleneschweg 6 • 49090 Osnabrück • Tel. +49 541 601-00 • Fax +49 541 601-853
info@sievert.de • www.sievert.de

